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Abstract—Hollow nanostructures based on the Fe100−xCox alloy were synthesized in the pores of
polymer template matrices based on PET using the electrochemical deposition method. Morphology,
elemental composition, and structural features were characterized by scanning electron microscopy,
energy dispersive analysis, and X-ray diffractometry. The study of the internal magnetic texture was
carried out using Mossbauer spectroscopy. The dependence of the change in structural and magnetic
properties from the atomic content of components in nanotube structure is revealed. It is established
that the synthesized nanostructures are hollow Fe100−xCox nanotubes with a body-centered cubic crystal
structure. The decrease in the unit cell parameter with increasing cobalt concentration is due to
the difference in the radii of Fe (1.227 A˚) and Co (1.191 A˚) atoms. It is established that a random
distribution of magnetic moments directions of Fe atoms is observed for Fe100Co0 nanotubes. And
magnetic texture along the nanotube axis is observed for Fe100−xCox nanotubes, with an increase in Co
atoms concentration. The average angle between the direction of the magnetic moment of iron atoms
and the nanotube axis decreases from ϑ = 54.6◦ to ϑ = 24.5◦.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, obtaining nanostructured materials is one of the most attractive research directions, mainly
because of the wide field of potential applications of nanostructures, from microelectronics, information
storage and communication to biotechnology [1–5]. Nanostructures are actual, not only because they
allow miniaturization of devices, but also because materials constructed at the nanoscale show properties
that are very different from macro-sized objects [6–9]. One of the important problems of modern
materials science is the production of nanomaterials, which includes both scientific and technological
aspects. The way of production influences the structural and magnetic properties of synthesized
nanomaterials [10–12]. The magnetic properties of nanostructures are different from the properties
of bulk materials, while reducing the average size of nanostructures comparable to the width of the
magnetic domain is of greatest interest for potential practical applications. Also, important factors in
changing the magnetic texture of nanomaterials are factors such as geometric characteristics and crystal
structure [13, 14]. The choice of materials based on iron-cobalt was made because of the potential use of
nanostructures in various applications, for example, in catalysis [15], biomedicine [16], magnetic carriers
of media [17].
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The paper presents the results of a systematic study of structural and magnetic properties of
Fe100−xCox nanotubes obtained by electrochemical synthesis. Morphology, element composition and
structural features were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive analysis, and
X-ray diffractometry. The study of the internal magnetic texture was carried out using Mossbauer
spectroscopy.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PART
The track membranes used as the template matrix were made of PET film of Hostaphan R© brand
manufactured by Mitsubishi Polyester Film (Germany). The films were irradiated at heavy ion DC-60
accelerator (Astana, Kazakhstan) with krypton ions with an energy of 1.75MeV/nucleon and a fluence
of 1 · 109 ion/cm2 [18]. After irradiation, the polymer films were chemically etched for 70 s in a 2.2M
NaOH solution. These conditions and the etching time made it possible to obtain track membranes
with cylindrical pores with a diameter of ∼ 110± 5 nm, which do not form conglomerates of crossed or
merged pores [19]. The choice of the method of electrochemical deposition is due to the simplicity of
scaling and the ability to control the physical-chemical properties of synthesized nanostructures.
2.1. Electrochemical Synthesis of Nanostructures
The electrochemical deposition in PET nanopores was carried out in potentiostatic mode at a voltage
of 2.0V. The composition of the electrolyte solution for the preparation of iron and iron-cobalt
nanostructures is the following: 7-aqueous ferrous and cobalt sulfates — FeSO4× 7H2O, CoSO4×7H2O
in the required molar ratio, and 6-water ferric chloride — FeCl2×6H2O, boric chloride-H3BO3 and
ascorbic acid C6H8O6. All used chemical reagents had a purity of analytical or reagent grade. The
growth of nanostructures was monitored by the chronoamperometry method using the Agilent 34410A
multimeter. Since the template matrix is a dielectric, a layer of 10 nm gold was deposited to create
a conductive layer on the matrix by magnetron sputtering in a vacuum, which served as a working
electrode (cathode) during deposition. Under these conditions of sputtering, the pores in matrix remain
open, which made it possible to obtain nanosystems in the form of nanotubes. For PET-based templates,
the maximum possible porosity is 15% at a pore density of 109 pores/cm2 and a diameter of 110 nm. The
equivalent area of the electrode surface was 6.0×10−6m2, with a total membrane area of 4.0×10−4m2.
Templates with the same area were used for all experiments.
2.2. Investigation of Morphology and Structural Properties
The structural characteristics and elemental composition of the nanotubes were studied using a Hitachi
TM3030 scanning electron microscope with a Bruker XFlash MIN SVE microanalysis system at an
accelerating voltage of 15 kV. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was performed on a D8 ADVANCE ECO
diffractometer (Bruker, Germany) using CuKα radiation. The software BrukerAXSDIFFRAC.EVAv.4.2
and the international ICDD PDF-2 database were used to identify the phases and study the crystal
structure.
2.3. Measurement of Magnetic Characteristics
A universal measuring system (automated vibration magnetometer) “Liquid Helium Free High
Field Measurement System” (“Cryogenic LTD”, London, UK) was used to measure the magnetic
characteristics of the substance. The measurements were performed by an induction method,
by measuring the induced electromotive force of induction in the signal coils with a magnetized
sample oscillating with a certain frequency, when the temperature and external magnetic field were
recorded at in-situ with measurement. This method provides an error in the result of measuring the
magnetization not worse than 1.5% for a measurable magnetization value of not less than ±1 ·10−6A·m2
(±1 · 10−3A·m2).
The Mossbauer studies were carried out using a spectrometer MS1104Em operating in the mode
of constant accelerations with a triangular shape of the Doppler velocity of the source relative to the
absorber. The 57Co nuclei in the Rh matrix acted as a source. The Mossbauer spectrometer was
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calibrated at room temperature with a standard α-Fe absorber. For the processing and analysis of
Mossbauer spectra, methods were used for reconstructing the distributions of the hyperfine parameters
of the Mossbauer spectrum and model interpretation of the spectrum, taking into account the a priori
information about the object of the study, realized in the SpectrRelax program [20].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology and Element Composition
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the morphology of synthesized nanotubes.
Before the study, the samples were released from the polymer matrix, by dissolving the polymer in a
solution of 9.0M NaOH at a temperature of 60◦C for 1 hour. The samples were washed in solutions of
acetic acid and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes to remove polymer residues after
dissolution. The washing procedure was repeated three times. We used an electron beam with an
electron energy of 2.0 keV in the LEI scanning mode to study the sample surface.
SEM micrographs confirm the homogeneous and regular structure of nanotubes. The geometric
characteristics (diameter and length) of the nanotubes were measured using SEM. Analysis of SEM
images obtained nanostructures showed that the height of nanotubes is equal to the thickness of the
template of 12µm, and the diameter of 110 nm. Analysis of the internal diameters of the nanotubes
obtained was not carried out due to the insufficient SEM resolution.
The study of nanostructures internal diameters in PET templates was conducted by the manometric
method for determining gas permeability. This method is based on measuring the molar density of the
air flow Q as a function of the pressure difference ∆p in the closed chamber on both sides of the
template. That varied in the range from 0.008 to 0.020MPa in steps of 0.004MPa. The diameters d
were determined in accordance with the Fick law from the relation (1) [21]:
Q =
nd3
6l
√
2pi
RTM
∆p, (1)
where Q is the gas volume passed through the nanotubes [m3/h], r the pore radius [m], M the molar
mass [kg/mol], R the universal gas constant [J/mol×K], T the temperature [K], n the pore density
[1/m2], l the membrane thickness [m], and ∆p the applied air pressure [Pa]. The resulting average value
of pore diameter of the PET template was 110 nm, which is in good agreement with the data obtained
as a result of SEM studies of template matrices. Wall thicknesses of Fe100−xCox nanotubes are shown
in Table 1. It is seen that wall thickness slightly increases with an increase of Co atoms in nanotubes.
Table 1. Geometric characteristics of Fe100−xCox nanotubes.
Nanotubes composition
Fe100−xCox
External diameter,
nm
Internal diameter,
nm
Wall thickness,
nm
Fe100
110
80 15
Fe80Co20 79 15
Fe60Co40 78 16
Fe40Co60 75 17
Fe20Co80 74 18
The EDS methods were used to determine the elemental composition. Table 2 shows the data
of the elemental composition. The reliability of the results was confirmed by taking spectra from five
points along the surface of investigated sample, as well as taking the distribution maps of the elements
in structure using the mapping method.
As can be seen from the presented data, the atomic ratio of components in synthesized samples
corresponds to the weight ratio of electrolyte components used for the synthesis. It can be seen that
the elemental composition is retained along the entire length of the tube (Figure 1(b)). Thus, the
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Table 2. Elemental analysis of synthesized samples.
Nanotubes composition
Fe100−xCox
Atomic weight
of Fe, %
Error,
%
Atomic weight
of Co, %
Error,
%
Fe100 100 1,2 – –
Fe80Co20 82,5 1,1 17,5 0,4
Fe60Co40 59,5 0,5 40,5 0,4
Fe40Co60 40,3 0,4 59,7 0,6
Fe20Co80 18,9 0,2 81,1 1,0
(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) SEM results of Fe100−xCox nanotubes; (b) Example of element analysis results: 1 —
Fe59,45Co40,55, 2 — Fe59,37Co40,63, 3 — Fe58,95Co41,05, 4 — Fe59,58Co40,42, 5 — Fe58,79Co41,21.
application of the electrochemical deposition method under given conditions makes it possible to obtain
hollow nanostructures with given geometric properties and a controlled atomic ratio.
3.2. Crystal Structure
XRD was performed to clarify the parameters of the crystal structure. Figure 2 shows X-ray diffraction
patterns of synthesized samples. The peaks shape indicates the polycrystalline structure of Fe100−xCox
nanotubes. Most of the synthesized nanostructures are Fe100−xCox nanotubes with a body-centered
cubic (bcc) crystal structure (spatial group). According to the published data, the bcc structure is
typical for Fe100−xCox nanotubes with a Co content of less than 90% [22, 23] and films with a cobalt
content of < 85% [24].
As a result of processing the obtained X-ray diffractograms, the unit cell parameters for investigated
samples were determined. The crystal lattice parameter was calculated using the Nelson-Taylor
extrapolation function (2) [25]:
a = f
[
1
2
(
cos2 θ
sin θ
+
cos2 θ
θ
)]
, (2)
The value and error in determining the parameter a are defined by linear extrapolation of this
function to the zero value of argument (θ = 90◦). The results of the change in main characteristics of
the crystal structure for investigated samples are presented in Table 3.
As can be seen, with an increase in cobalt concentration in Fe100−xCox nanotubes structure, the
crystal lattice parameter a decreases linearly with a coefficient ∂a/∂x = −0.32± 0.02 A˚. The decrease
in the unit cell parameter is due to the difference in radii of Fe (1.227 A˚) and Co (1.191 A˚) atoms.
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Figure 2. XRD diffractograms of the investigated samples of Fe100−xCox nanotubes: 1) Fe100Co0; 2)
Fe82.5Co17.5; 3) Fe59.5Co40.5; 4) Fe40.3Co59.7; 5) Fe18.9Co81.1.
Table 3. Data of changes in characteristics of the crystal structure.
Nanotubes composition
Fe100−xCox
a, A˚
TChkl
(110) (211)
Fe100 2.8627 1.1262 0.8737
Fe80Co20 2.8579 1.2156 0.8313
Fe60Co40 2.8501 1.4933 0.5066
Fe40Co60 2.8471 1.4973 0.4917
Fe20Co80 2.8421 1.5017 0.4841
The change in the intensity and shape of the diffraction peaks can be due to imperfection of the crystal
structure, as well as to defects formed during the nanotubes synthesis.
During the synthesis of nanotubes with increasing cobalt concentration, a large number of defects
are formed in the crystal structure, due to the difference between the diameters of the radii of iron and
cobalt atoms. Also, an increase in the concentration of cobalt results in the appearance of a highlighted
texture direction in the (110) direction. According to the X-ray data, a change in FWHM is observed
for different planes with an increase in the atomic content of cobalt in the structure. The change in
the FWHM of the main diffraction line (110) on X-ray patterns indicates an increase in the degree of
crystallinity and the improvement of crystal structure with a decrease in the atomic iron content in
nanotubes.
Determination of the dynamics of the change in texture planes and orientation of Fe100−xCox
nanotubes as a result of irradiation was carried out by calculating the texture coefficients using the
Harris Equation (3) [26]:
TChkl =
Ihkl
I0hkl
/
1
n
∑ Ihkl
I0hkl
, (3)
where Ihkl is the experimentally obtained intensity of the reflex, I0hkl the corresponding intensity
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according to the JCPDS database, and n the number of reflexes. Texture coefficients greater than one
point to the predominant orientation of the array of nanotubes along the corresponding directions, which
implies an increase in the number of grains along these directions (Table 3). The number of reflections (n)
corresponds to the maximum value of texture coefficients. The TChkl values of investigated Fe100−xCox
nanotubes confirm the assumption of the polycrystalline structure of nanotubes. With an increase in the
Co concentration in the structure shows an increase in the texture coefficients for the (110) plane, which
indicates the appearance of a distinguished direction in the crystal structure of Fe100−xCox nanotubes.
3.3. Magnetic Properties
Studies on crystal structure and magnetic characteristics have their value for the potential use of
nanostructures as magnetic storage devices. In this case, the ability to control magnetic properties
by changing the synthesis conditions opens up wide possibilities for scaling the process of obtaining
magnetic nanostructures for the industry. Measurements of the dependence of magnetization from the
applied magnetic field M(H) for the parallel and perpendicular field directions with respect to the
nanotube axis were carried out at room temperature (Figure 3). It has been established that M(H)
curves taken at various directions of the magnetic field have significant differences: in the parallel
field, the loops are more shallow, their width is much larger. Based on the presented graphs of field
dependences, the main magnetic characteristics (Hc — coercivity, Mr — residual magnetization, Ms —
saturation magnetization, Mr/Ms — rectangularity coefficient of the hysteresis loop) were determined,
which are given in Table 4.
Clear anisotropy of properties is observed for samples containing cobalt, which is explained by the
anisotropy of the shape and is characteristic of nanomaterials with a large aspect ratio (∼ 100). The
axis of easy magnetization coincides with the axis of nanotubes. Regarding separately the values of
the magnetic parameters for the two-component sample, it can be noted that there is no significant
difference in the values. This can be explained by the presence of oxide amorphous phases of iron.
Table 4. The main magnetic characteristics of Fe100−xCox nanotubes for two directions of the magnetic
field.
Nanotubes composition
Fe100−xCox
The magnetic field
is parallel to the
axis of Fe100−xCox nanotubes
The magnetic field
is perpendicular to the
axis of Fe100−xCox nanotubes
HCll MrII MsII Mrll/Msll HC⊥ Mr⊥ Ms⊥ Mr⊥/Ms⊥
Fe 100 6,6 137 0,23 310 31 135 0,05
Fe80Co20 410 33 103 0,32 150 7 109 0,06
Fe60Co40 600 28 56 0,5 70 14 51 0,27
Fe40Co60 590 55 110 0,5 64 2,2 100 0,02
Fe20Co80 250 10 136 0,41 100 75 132 0,03
Table 5. Results of calculations of effective anisotropy.
Nanotubes composition
Fe100−xCox
Keff , 10−4 erg/cm2
Fe −2.59
Fe80Co20 −1.46
Fe60Co40 −0.43
Fe40Co60 −1.67
Fe20Co80 −2.55
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Figure 3. Magnetic properties. Hysteresis loops of Ni NTs arrays in PET template obtained in
magnetic field parallel (black dotted line) and perpendicular oriented (red solid line) to the NTs axis at
room temperatures: (a) Fe100Co0; (b) Fe82.5Co17.5; (c) Fe59.5Co40.5; (d) Fe40.3Co59.7; (e) Fe18.9Co81.1.
When analyzing the magnetic characteristics of Fe100−xCox nanotubes, the difference in magnetic
parameters values of obtained samples is clearly visible. In magnetic nanostructures, there are many
demagnetization mechanisms, and depending on the type of action, the magnetic moments change their
direction with respect to the external field. The coefficient of effective magnetic anisotropy Keff was
calculated according to formula (4) [27]:
Keff = piM2s (1− 3P ) +K1, (4)
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where piM2s is the shape demagnetization energy, K1 the magnetically crystalline anisotropy energy,
and −3piM2sP correspond to dipolar energy. Table 5 shows the results of Keff calculations.
As can be seen from the presented data, with a change in Co concentration in structure, Keff lies in
the range from −2.59 to −0.43 erg/cm2, according to the published data [27, 28] withKeff < 1. The light
axis of magnetization is displaced perpendicular to the nanotube axis, which indicates the anisotropy of
magnetic domains. The coefficient of rectangularity of the hysteresis loop, like the coercivity, depends on
the anisotropy of the nanotubes shape Fe100−xCox and in parallel fields is expected to exceed the values
in perpendicular fields. Thus, a comparison of the magnetic characteristics for different orientations
of magnetic field indicates that the values of Hc|| and Mr||/Ms|| higher than Hc⊥ and Mr⊥/Ms⊥ due
to the anisotropy of the nanotube shape, which have an aspect ratio of ∼ 100. It is worth noting
that due to the presence of crystallographic anisotropy, the sample is easier to magnetize along the
axis of Fe100−xCox nanotubes than perpendicular to it, which ensures predictability of the behavior of
(a)
(b)
(c)
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(d)
(e)
Figure 4. Results of the reconstruction of the p(Hn) distributions of the hyperfine magnetic fieldHn for
Mossbauer spectra of 57Fe nuclei in samples of Fe100−xCox nanotubes: (a) Fe100Co0; (b) Fe82.46Co17.54;
(c) Fe59.46Co40.54; (d) Fe40.29Co59.71; (e) Fe18.91Co81.09.
Fe100−xCox nanotubes in a magnetic field.
Mossbauer studies were conducted to identify the local magnetic texture inside Fe100−xCox
nanotubes. The samples of the nanotube arrays in PET for measurements were placed in such way
that the nanotube axes were parallel to the direction of flight of γ-quantum. All measurements were
provided at room temperature. The obtained Mossbauer spectra of 57Fe nuclei in Fe100−xCox nanotubes
represented Zeeman sextets with inhomogeneously broadened lines due to the existence of nonequivalent
positions of iron atoms in nanotube structure. The method for reconstructing distributions of hyperfine
parameters of Mossbauer spectra and model identification fitting using a priori information about
the study object were used for processing of the Mossbauer spectra. Reconstructing distribution of
hyperfine magnetic field p(Hn) for main contribution to Mossbauer spectrum was made by modified
Hesse-Rubartsch method, whose software implementation is described in reference [29].
In the general case, the spectra were a Zeeman sextet with broadened resonance lines and two
quadrupole doublets (Figure 4). All spectra were processed by the method of reconstructing the
distribution of hyperfine magnetic field and by the method of model decoding.
The Mossbauer spectrum (on the left) for Fe100Co0 nanotubes and the reduced distribution p(Hn)
of the hyperfine magnetic field Hn (on the right) are shown in Figure 4(a). It can be seen that the
maximum of the reduced distribution of the hyperfine magnetic field is reached at Hn ∼= 330KOe.
The mean values of the shift δ of Mossbauer line and the quadrupole displacement ε for the Zeeman
sextet are close to zero (δ¯ = 0.004± 0.003mm/s, ε¯ = 0.001± 0.003mm/s, and Hn = 329.7± 0.4KOe).
Consequently, in accordance with well-known literature data for reference absorbers, the Zeeman sextet
corresponds to α-Fe. The values of shifts of quadrupole doublets make it possible to identify them as
partial spectra of Fe3+ cations in the paramagnetic high-spin state. In this connection, we can make
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the assumption that Fe3+ cations belong to the paramagnetic iron salts used or obtained in samples
synthesis.
For Fe100−xCox nanotubes, Mossbauer spectra and reconstructed hyperfine magnetic field
distributions are shown in Figures 4(b)–(e). It can be seen that the hyperfine parameters differ from
the values for Fe100Co0 samples of nanotubes. A similar pair of partial paramagnetic-type spectra
corresponding to Fe3+ cations is observed for all samples of Fe100−xCox nanotubes.
From the concentration dependence of the average angle between the magnetic moment and the
nanotube axis (Figure 5), it follows that for Fe100Co0 nanotubes a random distribution of the directions
of the magnetic moments of Fe atoms is observed, and for Fe100−xCox nanotubes, a magnetic texture
along the nanotube axis is observed. When the concentration of Co atoms increases, the average value
of the angle between the direction of the magnetic moment of iron atoms and the axis of the nanotubes
decreases from ϑ = 54.6◦ to ϑ = 24.5◦.
Figure 5. Graph of the concentration dependence of the average angle between the magnetic moment
and the nanotube axis.
These results can be used for tailoring the magnetic properties of Fe100−xCox magnetic nanotubes
electrodeposited in nanoporous templates. The observed effects can also be extended to another type
of nanostructures or other materials, combining electrodeposition with advanced techniques as electron
beam lithography.
4. CONCLUSION
Hollow nanostructures based on the Fe100−xCox alloy were synthesized in the pores of polymer templates
based on PET using the electrochemical deposition method. The dependence of the change in structural
and magnetic properties on the atomic content of the components in the nanotube structure is revealed.
It is established that the synthesized nanostructures are hollow Fe100−xCox nanotubes with a body-
centered cubic crystal structure (space group) with a unit cell parameter different from the reference
value. The decrease in the unit cell parameter is due to the difference in the radii of the Fe (1.227 A˚)
and Co (1.191 A˚) atoms. It is established that for Fe100Co0 nanotubes a random distribution of the
directions of the magnetic moments of Fe atoms is observed, and for Fe100−xCox nanotubes, a magnetic
texture along the nanotube axis is observed.
These results can be used for tailoring the magnetic properties of Fe100−xCox magnetic nanotubes
electrodeposited in nanoporous templates. The observed effects can also be extended to another type
of nanostructures or other materials, combining electrodeposition with advanced techniques as electron
beam lithography.
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